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NONSTATISTICAL EFFECTS IN RADIATIVE NEUTRON CAPTURE* '?\

Said F. Mughabghab ^
Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, New York, USA

Nonstatistical aspects of the reaction mechanism of radiative
neutron capture in the 3S, 3P, and 4S giant resonances are
examined. It is shown that (d,p) and (n,y) correlations
observed in thermal cjpture in the 3S giant resonance region
may bo interpreted in terms of valence neutron capture. In
the 3P giant resonance, valence neutron capture dominates in
nuclei such as 3 3Mo, s sZr, 108Pd. The correlations observed
in l73Yb(n,Y)17'lVb are accounted for in terms of a doorway
state. Examples arc cited where nonstatistical effects are
correlated with a concentration of S- or P-wave neutron strength.

\

INTRODUCTION AMD FORMULATION

In 1934, Fermi and collaborators*1' reported the results of their investi-
gations of neutron interaction with nuclei; two years later N. Bohr*3' enunciated
the statistical theory of the compound nucleus according to which the decay mode
of the compound state is independent of its method of formation. A significant
and important theoretical development in neutron capture in 1959 was the
complete mathematical formulation of the theory of channel and direct capture
by Lane and Lynn.*3* This theory sparked and stimulated considerable experi-
mental and theoretical effort in ths study of simple reaction mechanisms in
nautron capture. Some of these simple processes are described in Fig. I.
These are:

1. The direct potential or hard sphere capture in which an incident s-
v/avc neutron is scattered by the boundary of the nuclear surface into a low
lying p-state. In the process enhanced electric dipole radiation is emitted.
The amplitude of the direct capture component can be experimentally detected
through its interference with the amplitude of the compound nucleus component.

2. The channel capture of Lane and Lynn or valence neutron capture of
Lynn*4'in which an incident neutron is scattered via a resonance undergoing
a transition to a low-lying final single particle state. Specialized to P-
wave capture, the important transitions are p — s and p -. d. By considering
the motion of a neutron in a potential well, Lynn*4^ derived simple expressions
for electric and magnetic partial radiative widths. Implicit In this derivation
is the neglect of core excited states in the radiative process, i.e., the valence
neutrons are not coupled to the giant dipole resonance. Recently Lane's>'
examined the justification of this assumption and advanced the interpretation
that it is due to a compression effect ac neutron threshold. This arises
because of specific properties of the wave function outside the nuclear
surface.

i
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Figure 1

Description of simple reaction
mechanisms of neutron radiative
capture in terms of direct capture,
valence neutron capture, and doorway
state formation.
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The partial radiative width for electric dipole radiation is represented
by the expression

1< CO

drU.rUf|* x

o

where k is the photon wave vector, fi^^ and <=£aare reduced dimentionless widths
of the initial and final states respectively and are given by 6&3 Y l
,a _= S

dp*
The natural effective charge of the neutron is given by

eZ
A*

The radial overlap integral is evaluated by Lynn using a Saxon-Woods potential
with a spin orbit coupling term. If one uses simple harmonic oscillator wave
functions one(s) arrives at values which are m 15% of those derived by Lynn.
The reduced matrix element for the operator Y^1* can be written as
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~2J~Tl " = f̂  (2J f+l)(2j'+l)(2j"+l)(2/'+l)^(j IJ iJ"J f; II)
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Attention is drawn to the fact that the single particle reduced width of the
initial state is given'7' by

.a _ 3h3

sp 2maa

3. The semidirect process'8' or capture through a doorway state.'9'
In this reaction mechanism an incident neutron creates an intermediate or
doorway state, such as 2p-lh state. Subsequently a particle and hole combine
with the formation of enhanced radiation. This concept was invoked by
Bartholomew, et al.'10' to interpret the (d,py) measurements and by Chrien,
et al.'11' to explain the correlations observed in the 93Nb(n,v)9*Nb reaction.

Because of these considerations, one can thus write down for the radiative
decay amplitude

-. Cl r f i f < ^ + C2.

where the successive tarras on the right hand side are components due to single
particle, doorway state, and compound nucleus formation. Because of the
extreme complexity and random character of the initial state,'13'13' r*.f/ \
is normally distributed with zero mean. In most cases as is well born'
out by experiments'14*15' the last term dominates and as a result the observed
distributions and intensity variations of the y ray spectra conform to a
complete statistical discription. The success of the statistical model is
reflected for example in its ability to determine spins of capturing states
by the cascade y ray method and to assign spins to final states by Bollinger's
average technique/16' Nonetheless one could investigate nuclei where the contri-
bution of the single particle component is expected to dominate. What one
might hope for, as emphasized by Lane -and Lynn/3' is that resonances with
large reduced widths and nuclei with low-lying states which are characterized
by simple configurations would exhibit nonstatistical properties. It is the
aim of this presentation to examine these cases and attempt to understand them
in terms of a simple unified reaction mechanism.

METHODS OF STUDYING NONSTATISTICAL EFFECTS

Several methods and techniques have been developed in order to investigate
nonstatisticai effects in radiative neutron capture. These include:

1. Correlations between thermal y ray reduced intensities or reduced
partial radiative widths with the (d,p) spcctrocopic factors. In mass region
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A = 50, large and significant correlation coefficients between reduced
thermal intensities and spectroscopic factors have been reported for a number
of nuclei. In mass region A = 100, important correlations occur in resonance
neutron capture in Nb and 98Mo while at higher mass regions correlation
coefficients have been reported i.n thermal capture in the 82 neutrons closed
shell nuclei(l7) 1 3 8Ba, 1 4 0Ce, and 143Nd.

2. Study of direct or hard sphere capture by interference analysis
between the direct and compound nucleus amplitudes as shown in Figure 1.
The best reported examples'18>19> are 5 9Co and a 3 3U.

3. Correlation analysis between the radiation decay width Tyif and the
reduced scattering width, 1*^ in resonance neutron capture. The reported
cases will be examined in detail later on.

4. Study of the statistics of partial radiative widths and particularly
departures from ya distribution with one degree of freedom. Many nuclei had
been examined for possible departures from a Porter-Thomas distribution.
However, the majority of the cases are found to obey such a distirubution.
Recently, Becvar(30)investigated the distribution of partial radiative
widths of the reaction 149Sm(n,Y)150Sm and concluded that there is a certain
probability of a departure from a Porter-Thomas distribution. Specifically,
he found that for resonances of the Jv = 3 and 4~ and 13 final states with
JT= 3 + and 4 y = 1.64^;f| with a probability that v = 1 being only 0.05%.

According to channel or valence neutron capture, the partial radiative
widths are correlated with the reduced neutron widths and as a ?:esult the
distribution of partial radiative widths must obey a Porter-Thomas distribution.

5. Study of anatnolous bump in different reactions such as (n.y), (d»PY)»
(1031^

Now let us focus our attention on the available data in order to locate
the regions of nonstatistical effects. An inspection of Figure 2 reveals that
there are three regions where pronounced departures from the extreme statistical
model have been observed. These are:

(1) 40 < A < 70

(2) A « 100

(3) A « 160.

When one compares these regions of nonstatistical effects with variations of
the s and p-wave neutron strangth functions, one immediately recognizes the
fact that these are associated with the maxima of the 3s, 3p, and 4s giant
resonances. Because of this circumstance, the view that these nonstatistical
effects are associated with a concentration of s or p-wave neutron strength
is advanced. Each region of nonstatistical effects will separately be
discussed in detail.
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Figure 2

Nonstatistical effects seem to be
present in mass regions where the s-
or p-wave neutron strength functions
peak, i.e., where the single particle
states are located at zero neutron
energy.
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CORRELATION IN THE 3S GIAKT RESONANCE

A large body of thermal capture data is now available which indicate
that in mass region*33""335 from 40Ca to 34Ni large and significant correlation
coefficients between reduced intensities and (d,p) spectroscopic factors occur.
This characteristic feature had been presented as a piece of evidence for direct
or hard sphere capture. In this presentation we shall show that this point of
view is not necessarily valid and shall demonstrate that it is a resonance
phenomenom because of the proximity of either positive or negative energy
resonances to the thermal region as pointed out by Lane.*5' Because of this
circumstance, then the observed correlations can be explained in terms of the
valence neutron model. The best clear cut illustration < 3 S ) of this situation
can be found in the s8Ni(n,v)39Ni reaction. The thermal cross section of saNi
is known to be dominated by an extraordinarily strong bound level whose
parameters are determined with sufficient reliability^37»28' to allow calcula-
tions in the framework of the valence neutron model. Detailed shape analysis
of the total cross section by Garg, et ai. show that the parameters of the
level are E o - -28.5 keV, 1^ = 98.515.4 eV and r = 9.0 eV. The important
valence neutron transitions in this mass region are s. - p., p.. Calculations

t t a-
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of partial radiative widths in the frame work of the valence neutron model
yields:

7.5 eV
sp

The summation is carried out over p, and p low lying states with large
spectroscopic factors. * •

If one assumes that doorway state contribution is negligible and that
interference terms average out, one can write down:

with the aid of T (en) = 500 mV as obtained from a study of the systeraatics ( a 9 )

of total radiative' widths, one obtains r = 8.0 eV which is in good agreement
with the value Ty = 9.0 eV derived by Garg, et a l . One can then calculate the
Y ray thermal in tensi t ies on the basis that they are due to ta l ly to the t a i l
of the bound level. The resul ts are shown in Figure 3 and again one notes
the good agreement between measured*30' and calculated in tens i t i e s . Similar
resul ts for 5 0Cr(n,7)3 1Cr are shown.

600 200
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200 600
PREDICTED (Iij)

6 0 0 2 0 0
MEASURED (Iij)'

2 0 0 6 0 0
PREDICTED (tij)

Figure 3

Comparison of measured and predicted thermal v ray intensities.
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At this point it must be noted that Y ray spectra due to keV capture(31»3"
in S4Fe and 4 Ti are at present available. These measurements indicate that
keV neutron capture is very similar to thermal capture, vhich suggests that
thermal capture in 40Ti and S4Fe is dominated by the effect of the positive
energy resonances at 17.6 and 7.8 keV respectively. Analysis of the total
cross section of Ti by Garg, et jl.(2a) show the requirement that r = 3.1 eV
for the 17.6 eV resonance of 4 8Ti. An independent support for this large
value of the total radiative width of 4aTi comes from measurement of the
absorption resonance integral. On the basis of these results one could obtain
an idea of the partial radiative widths of thel7.6 keV resonance of 4 3Ti. The
valence neutron model predictions show that the calculated values falls short
of the experimental values by about a factor of four. It is interesting to
point out that similar conclusions are reached for 54Fe and s 4Ni. This can
be interpreted as an enhancement in the radiative process; such an enhancement
can be achieved by considering, fcr example, an effective charge e for the neutron
instead of the usual e = eZ^A. This then would represent a departure from the
valence neutron model. One can then possibly describe the results in terms of
capture through a doorway state.

Additional light on the reaction mechanism of radiative neutron capture
in the 3s giant resonance is provided by the measurements of the ground state
radiative widths by Jackson and Strait(33) who utilized the <Y,n) reaction.
Calculations by Bhat, et al.*34) revealed that for the resonances at 50.2,
12.5, and 27.9 keV in saCr, S 0Ni, ssFe, respectively the agreement between
the predictions of the valence neutron model and the experimental values is
remarkably good. It is particularly interesting to note that, at higher
neutron energies, the experimental values, when averaged over resonap.ces, are
again greater that the valence neutron model predictions by about a factor of
four. This can be interpreted as an enhancement in the 21 radiation and, as
pointed out previously, could be effected through a 2p-lh excitation. Similar
enhanced transitions have been observed by Jackson and Strait(33) in Ml radiative
excitation of p-wave resonances in 5sFe+n. This was described in terms of a
doorway state. Furthermore, Block, et al.{33) reported that the total radiative
widths are correlated with the reduced neutron widths of 5'°>3a>S3> 54Cr, e oSi,
and S 1V resonances. A doorway state interpretation was advanced; by .these authors.*

' THE VALENCE NEUTRON MODEL IN THE 3P GIANT RESONANCE

Experimental evidence which is accumulating indicates that nonstatistical
effects due to valence neutron or doorway state capture are associated with a
concentration of s- or p-wave neutron strength in a limited neutron energy
interval. Around the mass region A = 100, 33Mo and 93Zr present us with the
best illustrations of this phenomenon. Examples pertaining to the 4s giant
resonance will be cited in the next section. At first, let us turn our
attention to 93Mo. The resonances at 429, 612, 818 eV are characterized by
p-wave reduced neutron widths which are about a factor of five larger than the
average value. The measurement of Y ray spectra from individual resonances
in 98Mo were initially carried out at the Brookhaven National Laboratory fast
chopper facility of the High Flux Beam Reactor. In order to extend the neutron
energy region, the measurements were repeated at the Oak Ridge Linear Accelerator,
in collaboration with G. G. Slaughter, with better neutron energy resolutions.
Figure 4 illustrates the importance of valence neutron transitions in the spectra
of the 429, 812, and 818 eV resonances. One immediately recognizes certain
regularities in the spectra of these strong p-wave resonances.

*See also Reference 36a.
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Figure 4; Neutron capture in 9 8Mo p-wave resonances at 429, 612, and 818 eV
and in the s-wave resonance at 467 eV. Note that peak 12 corresponds to an
El transition to an E x - 1033 keV with t • l.<
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Figure 5

Study of the correlation coefficients between partial
radiative widths and reduced neutron widths of 90Mo in
terms of a Monte Carlo calculation.
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1. Y rays from these resonances are strongly feeding the ground state of

2. What is more striking ?s the fact that the y ray spectra of the 429
and 612 eV resonances are almost identical.

Clearly, these features are not in accord with the statistical model.
A correlation analysis between partial radiative widths and p-wave reduced
neutron widths in terms of a H6rrte-€£te-lo__aiiaiY_sis exhibited a significant
correlation coefficient as shown in Figure 5.

In addition the v rays from these resonances populate strongly low lying
states with large single particle components as indicaJ-.ed by the (d,p)
spectrpscopic factors. A correlation analysis between reduced y ray strengths
and (d,p) spectroscopic factors*37' revealed significant correlation coefficients.
These observations had already been made by our own group*30' and those at Geel.*39'
What was intriguing in the results was the weak presence of the v lines labelled
by 3 and 5 in the 818 eV resonance. When one recognises the P3/2 spin assignment
of the 818 eV resonance*40'and the d-j/2 character of the final states corresponding
to lines 3 and 5, it immediately becomes clear that these are transitions of the
type P3/2 - d3/2* S u c n transitions are inhibited in the single particle model
because of the angular momentum coupling coefficients. This observation
strengthened by the existence of both type of correlations p(I* if.F^) and
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Comparison of measured and predicted partial radiative widths
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p(rYif/E^,S, ) motivated us to evaluate the magnitude of the
 9a> 9<JMo partial

radiative widths'41'43'in the frame work of the valence neutron model/4'
The results for 99Mo are summarized in Figure 6. As indicated, not only the
variations of the various Pyif's are well described for the resonances at 12,
429, 612, 818, and 2177 eV but also the absolute magnitude is in remarkable
agreement with the model predictions. At this point I would like to emphasize
that the absolute intensities of the present results are normalized to W. Kane's*43'
197Au measurements and that the calculated values are based on the more recent
resonance parameters of Weigmann, et al.*44' and Harvey, et al.*45'
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Figure 7

Neutron capture in the 3.7 keV s-wave resonance of s 3Mo.
Transition No. 2 is feeding the first excited state of 93Mo
at 942 keV

The 93Mo measurements previously carried out at Brookhaven National
Laboratory are extended to higher neutron energies by Wasson and Slaughter at
ORELA. These investigations*43'47' reveal enhanced Ml radiative strength
comparable to the El strength in capture in the 3.7 keV s-wave resonance.
'In addition, one interesting result of the ORELA preliminary data is that some
transitions in s-wave neutron capture may be identified as E2 in character,
and as such are exceptionally enhanced. Below 20 keV, the dominance of the
transition (Ey = 7124 keV) populating the first excited state at E x = 942 keV
is a violation of the extreme statistical model.

The success of the valence neutron model in the 3p giant resonance
motivated us to study other nuclei in the mass region A = 100. A crucial test
of the valence neutron model was provided by neutron capture in 9eZr. This
nucleus has similar neutron structure as 9aMo, i.e., 50 neutrons forming a
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closod major shell plus six others in a filled d5y2 orbit. On the basis of
the (d,p) data, the ground state of 97Zr had been assigned as a pure 8 J M
single particle state. T'.ie neutron resonance at 302 eV of t>RZr had been
identified by Rimawi*48' as a p-wave resonance on the grounds of observation
of a strong y ray (5177 keV) feeding the ground .state of 9~Zr. An independent
support for the p-wave interpretation of this resonance comes from the measured
thermal cross section (.vny

= 23±5mb) when compared with a calculated value of
123 mb on the grounds that the resonance is s-wave in character. It must
be emphasized that this resonance has a p-wave reduced width which is three
times larger than the strongest resonance in 93Mo. In order to compare with
the predictions of the valence neutron model, a knowledge of the spin of the
resonance is necessary. As a result, angular correlation measurements were
carried out'(49) at BNL with a 50 cc Ge Li detector at angles of 90° and 135°
with the neutron beam direction. When suitably normalized, the symmetry in the
angular distribution (Figure 8) establishes the spin of this resonance as J = 1/2.
The absolute intensities were determined at ORELA by Wasson and Slaughter by an
intercomparison of the 97Zr spectrum with that of 11.8 eV issipt spectrum.
The absolute intensity of the 7920 keV y ray is taken as I. = 75±5 photons per
103 capture. Those measurements showed that the intensity of the y ray
populating the ground state of 97Zr (Ev = 5571 keV) is 860 photons per 10

3

capture (Fyij = 219 mV) while that feeding the first excited state is 140
photons per 103 capture (65 mV). The valence neutron model predicts values
of 211 and 65 mV for the transitions to the ground state, p^/2 -• si/2» an(* tlie

first excited state, Pwj "• ̂3/2» respectively.

Figure 8

Angular correlation measurements of y rays due to neutron
capture in the 302 eV resonance of 96Zr. The measurements
were carried out at the BNL fast chopper facility.
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In a continuing effort to study the systematic behavior of valence neutron
capture in the 3p giant resonance, the present speaker studied neutron capture
in 108Pd in collaboration with Kane and Casten at the BNL monochromator facility
of the High Flux Beam Reactor.<so) Measurements of intensities of Y rays from
radiative neutron capture in 109Pd wore carried out at three energies, the 2.96 eV
resonance, off resonance at 2.0 eV, and thermal. The absolute y ray intensities
were determined with respect to the 109Pd decay Y rays which are known with
reliable accuracy. Observation of strong transitions to final states with spin
and parity J* = 5/2+ indicated that the spin and parity are 3/2+. This
assignment makes the resonance at 2.96 eV the lowest lying p-wave resonance in
this mass region. In order to confirm the spin assignment of this resonance
and to establish the spins of the final states, angular correlation measurements
were carried out at 90° and 135° as shown in Figure 9. A comparison of the
two spectra collected at 90° and 135° exhibits obvious differences in the
relative intensities of the Y rays populating the excited states at 113.7,

Figure 9

Determination of the spin of the 2.96 eV resonance of loaPd by
observing an asymmetry in the y ray angular distribution. These
measurements, carried out at the BNL monochromator facility,
establish the 9^/2 assignment of this resonance. This gives it the
distinction of being the lowest-lying p-wave resonance in this mass
region.

NO 2<0 320 <D0 410 MO (40 ~JJO~ 100

946, and 953 keV. These results give further support for the p'3/2 interpretation
of the 2.96 eV resonance. A data run with better s tat i s t ics is presented in
Figure 10. The excitation energy and shell model configuration of the final
states (determined by the (d,p) results) populated in the (n,v) reaction is
shown above the full energy peak. Several striking features are indicated in
Figure 9:
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Figure 10

Portion of the y ray spectrum due to neutron capture of the 2.96 eV
resonance of loaPd. The excitatiosi energy and shell model configuration
of the final state (from (d,p) data) is indicated above each full
energy peak. In the insert, a comparison between measured and predicted
partial radiative widths is made.

(1) Strong population of the first excited state at 113.7 keV

(2) Weak population of all low lying
491, and 848.

states at E x = 291, 326, 433,

(3) A transition to a low lying state at E x = 433 keV both in the thermal
and resonance spectra, thus indicating that the spin of this state
is 1/2 or 3/2.

Previously a level at about this energy (426 keV) had been assigned as
a g7/2 state in the (d,p) results/31^ An examination of the low energy y rays
shows the presence of two v rays at energies of 426.3 and 433.7 keV thus
indicating the possibility of a doublet in lo9Pd at energies of 426.3 and
433.7 keV with spins of 7/2 and 3/2 respectively.

Observations (1) and (2) give signitures of valence neutron transitions.
To test this conclusion, calculations of partial radiative widths are made in
the frame work of the valence neutron model. Measured and predicted values are
presented in the insert to Figure 10. With the exception of the ground state
transition (P3/2 -• ̂ 5/2) the agreement is remarkably good for low lying states
with large spcctroscopic factors. This is consistent with observations of
Lane that transitions of the type p -4 s arc more single particle than p -. d;
the latter transitions may lose their strength to the giant dipole resonance.
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As one proceeds to larger mass numbers, one finds that some support of
the importance of valence neutron transitions is provided by the investigations
of Bhat, et al. ( S 3 ) in the Sn region. The results of these studies show that
the Y ray intensities due to neutron capture in the 11<!Sn 147.9 eV resonance
quantitatively obey the model. Specifically, one finds that transition P3/2 -•
sl/2 ^ v = 6944 keV) is in very good agreement with the model. In contrast,
this transition is notably absent in the spectrum of the 632 eV resonance,
although its p-wave reduced neutron width is the same as that of the 147.9 eV
resonance. The strongest transition in the spectrum of the 632 eV resonance
is P3/2 -* ̂ 3/2 (Ey = 6784 keV), which is in violation with the model.

Because of the important, role played by strong p-wave resonances in the
valence neutron model, an attempt was made to identify such type of resonances
in Te.(S4) Figure 11 illustrates the Y ray spectra due to neutron capture in
energy intervals indicated in the figure. In capture at neutron energies of
about 450 eV one is immediately struck by the intense transition (Ey = 6035 keV)
populating the ground state of 1 3 0Te, which is a d.,/2 state. The high resolution
transmission data of Tellier, Alix, and Dabbs(5S> provide us with the information
that 13STe has two resonances at 424 and 435 eV. If these resonances are s-wave
in nature, then this transition would be Ml in character and hence youid be
exceptionally enhanced. Since s-wave capture in the la3» 3sTe isotopes do not
exhibit any enhanced Ml radiation, such a possibility is unlikely although it
cannot be excluded. As a result one reaches the conclusion that at least one
of the resonances at 424 and 435 eV is a p-wave resonance. There is some
evidence for this conclusion from unpublished transmission measurements carried

Figure li

Capture y *ay spectra of i a 9Te
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out at Argonne National Laboratory by Cote.'56' It is of particular interest to
note that the transition to the s^/2 first excited state of 133Te is absent.
According to the valence neutron model this transition should be about 1.6
times less intense that the ground state transition. In addition, I would
like to point out that the same pattern of behavior seems to apply to 13<5Te in
this energy interval: (3) the strongest transition is that populating the d^/Z
ground state and (b) the transition to the s^/2 state at 60 keV is again
absent as in 1 8 8Te. On the oLlier hand neutron capture in the 941 eV resonance
show transitions to both the ground state and first excited state. Transitions
to excited p states at higher energies are totally absent. This suggests
again, that the resonance at 941 eV is p-wave. The ratio of the calculated
intensities for the transitions feeding the ground state and first excited
state are in very good agreement with the model on the basis that this
resonance is p^/2- The pattern of y ray transitions described for the Sn and
Te isotopes here presents some interesting problems in this mass region. Why
do some resonances obey the valence neutron model while others do not? Is
this related to some specific nuclear structure properties of the neutron
resonances? Further experimental and theoretical investigations may shed
light on this problem.

CORRELATIONS WITH REDUCED NEUTRON WIDTHS IN THE 4S GAINT RESONANCE

In the 4s giant resonance the problems associated with the study of
nonstatistical effects in radiative neutron capture are rendered difficult.
Some of these problems are:

(1) Lack of sufficient neutron and/or Y ray energy resolution.
(2) Lack of knowledge of the spin and parity of the final states.
(3) Incorrect spin assignments of neutron resonances.
(4) Small statistical sample.

There are additional inherent difficulties in this mass region. As has
been demonstrated in investigations, which were carried out in the 3p giant
resonance, nonstatistical effects, such as valence neutron transitions, are
most pronounced generally in nuclei where both the neutron reduced widths of
the initial and final states are large. This condition is well satisfied for
nuclei near magic shells and subshells around mass region A * 100. In contrast,
at the 4s giant resonance the fragmentation of single particle strength at the
initial and final states curtails the observation of single particle effects.
Tie large deformations of these nuclei accentuates the influence of the giant
dipole resonance. Axel<S7> investigated the effect of the giant dipolc resonance
on the Y r ay spectra by extrapolating its tail to low energies. By assuming
a Lorentzian shape to the dipoie giant resonance, he derives an E^ dependence
for the ground state y ray widths. Hollinger(16) extensively studied with
his average method, the variation of the y ray intensities in the deformed
mass region and found that the results are consistent with such an energy
dependence.

The BNL fast chopper group initially devoted considerable effort to the
study of nonstatistical effects in the 4s giant resonance. Many nuclei were
examined with the aim of searching for a correlation between L y and F^£.
The experimental problems associated with 169Tm have been discussed by
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Chrien(48> and Thomas.(S8* Results of experiments carried out at BNL on the
reaction X63Dy(n,Y)1(3'1Dy have been reported.(59> More recently the 1(33Dy case
is being reexamined with batter neutron resolution at ORELA in collaboration
with G. G. Slaughter/00* The results of these studies is the determination
of spins of additional resonances and the discovery that the previously known
peak at 105 eV is actually a doublet with energies at 105.9 and 106.7 eV. The
spins of neutron resonances at 16.2, 19.6, 50.0, 55.7, 66.0, 72.3, 85.9, 93.9,
105.9, 120, 128, 136, 164, 178, 186, 207, 215, 235, 253, 263, 270, 283 are
J = 3, while those at 35.7, 58.8, 71.3, 75.2, 78.7, 106.7, 143, 146, 148, 156,
189, 204, 225, 277, 291, and 299 are J = 2. A detailed correlation analysis
has to await the completion of analysis of the scattering widths of the 1 6 3Dy
data. Recently Danelyan, et al.(s1' studied the 163Dy(n,Y)16l*Dy reaction with
a Ge-Li detector. Unfortunately, their data suffer from the same problems as
the old BNL data, i.e., doublet at 105 eV was not resolved.

Additional investigations of nonstatistical effects in the Dy region were
carried out by Cole, et al. { 3 8 ) at the BNL fast chopper facility. In these
studies a search for a direct amplitude in the reaction mechanism is made.
Lane(63) has shown that the existence of correlations implies the existence of
a direct capture amplitude. 16SDy was chosen as a possible candidate because
of previous observations*84) which indicated a large total radiative widths
for the two resonances at 5.4 and 70.7 eV. In addition the position of the
4s single particle states above the neutron separation energy is located in
this mass region. The Y ray spectra due to capture in thermal energy and at
5.4, 70.7, and 267 eV showed features which are characteristic of direct capture.
In particular the intensity variation of the y line E = 5519 keV seems to be
correlated with the reduced neutron widths of the resonances. This y ray
populates a state at 351.1 keV which is assigned as a "p"-neutron state with
the configuration [5211] on the basis of the (d,p) data.(e5) Analysis of the
data in terms of a direct reaction amplitude is still underway.

However, the most vivid illustration of nonstatistical effects in this
mass region is illustrated in the reaction 17SYb(n,Y)174Yb. Preliminary results
obtained at the 22 m station of the BNL fast chopper facility were reported
previously.166* Since that time, additional data with better neutron resolution
was collected at the 48 m station in collaboration with Bartholomew. Because
of the availability of high resolution neutron data,(C7) the 1 7 3Yb example
does not have the same problems as 1 6 3Dy. In view of this I would like to
discuss it in detail. An examination of the resonance parameters of 1 7 3Yb
shows that there is a clustering of neutron strength in the energy interval
0 - 105 eV. The resonances at 17.7, 31.5, 35.8, 45.3, 76.1, and 105 ev have
s-wave reduced widths which are 2 to 5 times larger than the average value.<s?»6a>
This situation is very similar to 93Mo where a clustering of p-wave neutron
strength is present in the energy interval 0 - 818 eV. Another important
feature of l v 4Yb is the nuclear structure properties of its final states.
Theoretical studies by Bds, et al. f 6 9 ) showed that the y vibrational band is
characterized bv a large component of the two neutron-quasiparticlc state
5/2"[512] - 1/2 [510J. This conclusion was supported by the (d,p) data of
Burku, ct al.(7°* Because of these considerations, l 7 3Yb was selected as a
possible condidate for observation of nonstatistical effects. Accordingly we
measured y ray spectra from individual resonances of 173Yb at the BNL fasC
chopper facility using a 4cc and 14cc Ge-Li detectors. At first, it was
essential to determine the spins of these resonances. This was achieved by
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cxamination of the low energy and high energy primary y rays. Because the
spin and parity of the target nucleus are 5/2 , the interaction of s-wave
neutrons with l7-#1Yb would excite 2 + and 3+ states. Observation of strong
transitions to cither 4 + or 1 low lying final states would indicate that the
spin of a resonance is either 3+ or 2 + respectively. In addition two pairs of
low energy y rays, (76.5, 176.6 keV) and (272.9, 287.9 keV) were selected for
spin determinations. When both these techniques are combined, one contains
definite, unambigous spin assignments. The results of the analysis
establish that the resonances it 17.7, 31.5, 45.3, 76.1 (unresolved from 74.5),
and 105 eV have spin 2 while those at 4.5, 35.8, 53.5, 58.9, 66.2, 68.9, 74.5,
96.4, 145.3, and 163.8 have spin 3. The interesting feature of these.findings
is that all the spin 2 resonances in this neutron energy interval have reduced
neutron widths larger than the average value.

In order to compare the present experimental results with predictions of
nuclear models, the absolute intensities have to be determined. This was
arrived at by normalizing the intensity of the y ray, due to neutron capture
in the 4.5 eV resonance and populating the excited state of 17*Yb at 76.5 keV,
to a value of 26.5±0.6 photons per 10 captures. This value is obtained by
normalizing Carpenter's*71' 173Yb results to the recent Pt standard determined
by Wasson. The absolute y r ay intensities for resolved J » 2 resonances and
El transitions are summarized in Table 1. For comparison, the intensities due
to neutron capture in the 4.5 and 35.8 eV resonances (J * 3) are included.

Next let us closely examine the y ray spectra due to neutron capture in
the neutron resonances at 17.7, 31.5, 35.8, and 45.3 eV. Inspection of
Figure 12 reveals striking regularities in the Y ray spectra of these
resonances.

1. The first aspect of the data is the qualitative similarity of the
spectra:

(a) The rotational band based on the ground state is weakly populated
in the (n,y) data of these resonances as well as in the (d,p)
data.

(b) There is a clustering of Y ray strength in a y ray energy
interval 5730 < Ey < 5839 which corresponds to the y vibrational

band and the k* = 1+ band. Peaks labelled by 9, 12, and 16
correspond to three members of the y-vibrational band while
peaks 8, 10, and 14 correspond to three members of the k" • 1+

band. Of particular interest is that the y ray labelled 8
appears relatively strongly in the spectra of the J • 2
resonances but not in the spectra of the J = 3 resonances.
This indicates that the spin of this final state at E x = 1624
keV is 1+. Reich, et a l / 7 2 ) tentatively proposed that this is
kff * 1+ band head and that the major component of this level is
possibly the two quasiparticle state 7/2*"[5l4] - 5/2"[512J.
Also one notes that the y-vibrational band is strongly populated
in the (d,p) reaction.

2. An unusual concentration of y ray strength in a small y ray energy
interval in the spectrum of the 17.7 eV resonance. These are
indicated by lines 56 - 67 in Figure 12. What is equally surprising
is the fact that the intensity of these y rays is about equally the
iaM.
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TABLK I

Measured absoluce Y ray intensities due to neutron capture in individual
resonances of l7aYb. The absolute values have been determined by normalizing
the 7389.7 keV Y r a v °f t n e 4.5 oV resonance to a value of 26.5*0.6 photons
per 103 captures (see text). At the bottom of the Table ratios of Y rays
pertaining to the Y vibrational and k* = l+ bands are considered.

Absolute v Ray Intensities

1

EQ(eV) -.

" EY(keV, ,

7389.7

7211.0

5903.3

5857.8

5839.4

5829.8

5/89.1

5763.1

S7S4.4

5749.1

5730.0

5658.6

5605.4

5505.5

R(5839/5789)

R(5830/5754)

J*

2+

4+

2+

3+

1+

2+

2+

4+

3+

4+

3+

4+

4+

2+

0+

0+

0+

3+

1+

2+

l+

3+

2+

0+

l+

2+

l+

0*

4.5

26.540

24.940

8.510

3.6i0.

—

2.6±0.

0.710.

0.610.

0.210.

5.5*0.

I.010.

0.6±0.

9.H0.

0.210.

6

7

4

3

2

2

2

2

5

2

2

7

2

2

0

1

7

9

5

16

1

9

0

1

0

17.7

.9

-

.1

.7

.7

.7

.5

-

.6

-

.6

-

.1

.3

.4

±0

£0

±0

+0

10

±0

—

10

-

40.

-

40.

40.

10.

.5840.

1

.2

.1

1

3

3

2

4

2

7

1

1

02

31.5 35.8

v (Photons/1000

7

2

0

10

44

4

14

22

2

2

3

.110

...

.040

.540

.640

.640

.7±0

—

.7*0

—

.340.

—

...

510.

310.

040.

.3

.3

.1

.4

9

3

5

6

3

1

1

3

0

4

8

17

1

23

5

4.

42

4.

0.

.5

.2

.4

.4

-

0

8

-

1

0

9

2

- •

5

Capture)

40

40

40

40

±0

10

•-

11

12

40

41.

-

40.

74*0.

.2

.2

.7

.5

.8

4

1

0

6

7

4

05

1

1

I

6

20

3

3

3

4

0

a

1

2

45.3

.4-0

...

.8-0

.9-0

.740

.540

.7i0

.8*0

.440

.0^0

.240.

210.

8*0.

3i0.

.2

.3

.3

.4

.7

.4

6

4

4

2

2

2

2

105.9

1

18

5

7

7

1

2

3

0

4.

2.

.140.6

...

.112.4

.641.1

.841.3

.141.3

.710.8

—

.741.4

5*1.7

—

—

440.4

612. S

6±1.4
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Figure 12

Capture Y r ay spectra of strong s-wave resonances in 11>3Yb. Note the
clustering of y ray strength in Y r ay energy region denoted by Lines 7
to 16. A second concentration of Y ray strength is shown in the 17.7 eV
resonance.
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Furthermore, at a glance one can note certain regularities in the
spectra of the resonances with J = 2. A.s an illustration, the ratio of the
Y ray intensities of peaks 8 and 10 (two numbers of the k 7 =» 1 band, see
Table I also) does not fluctuate strongly from one resonance to another.
These observations point to nonstatisticnl effects in the reaction mechanism
of 173Yb(n,v)174Y.b. A quantitive measure of this effect can be arrived at by
studying the correlation coefficient between Tyif and 1*°̂  by using a Monte
Carlo method which takes into account the limited sample size. The results of
the analysis for J =» 2 resonances are summarized in Figure 13.

Figure 13

A correlation coefficient, o * 0.54,
indicates in Lane's picture, that
there are 2 doorway states. In
Soloviev's picture this indicates
that there are 2 dominating components
in the wave function of the highly
excited neutron resonance states.

too

eo

M« 4 RESONANCES J*>2*
N> 9 FINAL STATES (E 1 TRANSITIONS)

99.9%

-0.4 -0.2 0.2 0.4

As shown an experimental value p • 0.54 is obtained, which when compared
with a Monte Carlo calculation, shows that its confidence limit is 99.8%.
Similar calculations carried out for resonances with spin 3 show that p = 0.29.
The results are summarized in Table 2.

p

0.29

Table 2
l 73Yb Correlation Coefficients

No. of
Resonances and Spin

4(Jff« 2)
9(Jff- 3")

No. of
Y Rays and Spin

12(J"W 2+ ,3+ ,4+)

Confidence Factor
99.8%

98.0%
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A comparison of the (n,Y) and (d,p) data shows qualitatively
that the two are correlated; unEortunatly the (d,p) data is not of high
enough resolution to determine whether the members of the k?'= 1+ band are
strongly populated in the (d,p) reaction. It is interesting to point out that
in this mass region Fubini, et al. reports a correlation coefficient between
thermal (n,y) reduced intensities and (d,p) spectroscopic factors, p = 0.42 for
ten final states in 177Lu.<73>

These aspects of the data give indications of valence neutron capture.
However, there are two difficulties with this interpretation: (I) the absolute
magnitudes of the predictions are small when compared with the experimental .
results, and (2) the proposed structure of the y~v^rational band and t.he k"=* 1
band is not favorable for valence neutron capture. In view of these consider-
ations, we invoke a doorway state reaction mechanism to explain the present
l73Yb results.

In recent years, Lane formulated a theory for a description of the correlation
coefficients in this mass region in terms of doorway states. A parallel development
in terms of doorway states was also advanced by Beer.<74> An alternative approach
was adopted by Soloviev*73' in which he described the highly excited resonant
states by the quasiparticle components.

In Lane's picture, the present correlation coefficients indicate that there
are 4 doorway states with J^ = 3 and about 2 doorway states with Jff =• 2 .
Furthermore, the distribution of the partial radiative widths were studied by
.'e methods of relative variance and maximum likelihood. The summary of the
results is contained in Table 3.

Table 3

Number of Degrees of Freedom, y

Resonance Spins Maximum Likelihood Relative Variance

2 2 4 + U 1 7 + °'5
2 2 #* - 0.7 l'7 - 0.5

- , , + 0.3 . + 0.5
3 l*5 - 0.3 l"6 - 0.4

Two possible sources which might tend to increase the value of \> are
(1) unresolved levels, and (2) correlated y rays. The latter interpretation
is plausible (see Table 1) although the former could not be excluded.

Finally let us turn our attention to the second cluster of y rays present
in the spectrum of the 17.7 eV resonance. In order to shed further light on
the 173Yb reaction mechanism, it is necessary to determine the nuclear structure
properties of these high-lying states. Unfortunatley this information was not
available from the (d,p) or other reaction studies. An attempt was made to
unravel the structure of these states by examination of the low energy v rays
at Ex ~ 2600 keV and by a comparison of the spectra of the resonances of
spin 2 and 3+. With the aid of this information and with appeal to the
systcmatics of rotational level spacings,
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KM-
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Figure 14

Proposed decay scheme of the strong y rays in the 17.7 eV resonance feeding
excited states at E x s» 2600. Three hands with spins kw = 0+, 1+, 2+'

x

tentatively assigned.
E

Also included in the Figure is the k
The excited state at E xE x = 1624 proposed by Reich, et al.

based on the observation of a low-energy Y

are
1+ band at
2655 keV is
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^ - iodo+D]

it was possible to construct three bands which may be identified with k" = 0 ,
1+, and 2+ and band heads at E x = 2655(0+), 2600(1+), and 2582(2+) respectively.

Coincidence experiments are required in order to establish these conclusions.
The interesting feature of these investigations is that the rotational inertial
parameter h3 /29 derived for these states is not significantly different from
those of the low lying states. What is perhaps more surprising is that at
such high excitation energies, there possibly exist well behaved bands. In
recent years a great deal of theoretical and experimental interest is exhibitted
in the study of the kff = 1+ bands. Two theoretical viewst76> are that the
structure of these bands may be either collective or may be due to two-
qtiasiparticle excitations. In terms of the latter description, a possible
candidate for the kff = 1 band is the two neutron quasiparticle state 5/2"£512]
- 3/2 [512], At higher mass numbers, because the single particle neutron
state is bound, the expectations are that correlations between partial radiative
widths and reduced neutron widths and/or (d,p) spectroscopic factors must
vanish/77' However, correlations between a pair of y rays may still persist.I
These views seem to be consistent with the present available experimental data.

In conclusion, I hope that I have conveyed to you some of the excitment
and the large wealth of data that can be derived in the study of the reaction
mechanisms in radiative neutron capture. The present available daca indicate
that departures from the extreme statistical model can not be regarded as a
statistical fluctuation but as a reality which is due to (1) the influence of
single particle effects and doorway state contribution and (2) simple
structural components in the capturing states. Further experimental and
theoretical investigations are required in order to shed additional light on
this interesting problem.
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and help the present study would have not been possible; and to Dr. A. M.
Lane for his interest, stimulating correspondence and discussions. I would
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